
• REPORTS OF THE THREE HOR..tzING PAl'lEL CHAIRPERSONS (CONTINUED) 

:'fS. CHELIHSKY: 

III . ~vORKING PANEL I: IHPROVING THE 
INTERFACE BETHEEN AGENCY NEEDS 
AND EVALUATION 

CHAIRMAN: CLIFVORD H. GRAVES, 
Assistant Chief Administrative Officer and Director, 
Office of Hanngement and Budget 
County of San Diego 

Cliff, what conclusio~s did Panel I corne up \-7 it h ? 

MR. GRAVES: 

\vell, the purpose of our panel 'vas to suggest 'vays of improvinf'; 

communicatioll bet'veen decision-makers and evaluators, on the aSSllmp

tion that stich improvement ,,,ould increase the use of evaluative 

. information in tlccision-·ma.king. 

,.." 
The panel focllsed on the evaluator as the most adaptable party: 

the decision-maker Clnd the decision-making process were taken as 

givens. Decision-makers make decisions and vd.1J continue to do so 

\Vhether or not evaluation information is available. Furthermore, 

evaluation is only one of several kinds of information that decision

makers need: political, fiscal, legal and personal information are 

other kinds of appropriate input to the decision-making process. 

Evaluation supplements, but is not a sutstitute for, these other 

forms of evaluation. While this premise 'vas not fully accepted by 

all panelists, \Ve agreed that since evaluators appeared to perceive 

the problem more acutely, \Ve would have to make the first move. 
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The panel approached its task as a market research problem. 

Evaluators have the capacity to supply a product (or service). 

This capacity is not infinite, but it is ample: 

The state-of-the-art is highly advanced. 

The Federal government spends substantial funds for 
evaluation. 

There is a large supply of trained personnel within and 
available to the government. 

(Again, this premise ,vas not fully acc.epted by all pane.l members but 

the disagreement was only a matter of degree.) 

Harket interest (potential demand) appears to be present. 

Increasingly~ decision-makers talk as though they would like to 

have evaluation information; they have supplied increasing resources 

and status for the evaluation function. However, decision-makers 

may not fully understand \"hat evaluation is and what it can do. 

Decision-maker interest in eva1uat::.ion is more the result of the 

grm"ing complexity and openness of the decision-making process and a 

growing awareness of the shortcomings of othe;r forms of informHtion. 

In short, decision-makers are intere;sted in evaluation not because 

they understand \"hat it is, but rather because of the; changing 

environment in which decisions are made. 

The panel also a6cepted the premise that evaluation information 

will not be used unless the decision-maker wants to use it and 

that evaluation information should not be used unless the decision

maker knows hm" to use it. 

So, given our ability to supply, and evidence of a market for 

our product, how should we proceed? 
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THE APPROACH: FIVE ISSUES 

The panel addressed five issues in its search for a "marketing 

strategy. " 

1. Hho are the decision-makers? Hhere do they come from and 
what kind of decision-making environments exist? 

The use of the term "decision-maker" tends to obscure the> 

fact that there are many kinds of decision-mnkers operating 

at many points in the process. They vary in the kinds of 

decisions they can (or are willing to) make, their perspective 

on any given issue and, therefore, the types of evaluation 

information they may require. He looked at this issue in 

two Hays. 

First, \ve focused on the concept of the environment of an 

agency (or government as a Hhole) as a decision-making 

system. The panelists believe that decision-makers are 

part of a larger system and it is this system, rather than ., 
the individual decision-maker, that must be understood. For 

example, the Congressional Budget Act establishes a sys!. 'm 

of related decisions and assigns responsibility for those 

decisions among various elements of the Congress and the 

Executive Branch. By understanding that Act and the 

decisions it requires, the key points \vhere evaluation 

information can be helpful can be readily identified. 

Similarly, there is a system within each Executive Branch 

agency. 

The first step in designing an evaluation strategy should 

be to understand the organization and functioning of the 

system of interest. Once that is understood, evaluation 

systems should be designed to fit. 
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We also discussed individual decision-makers, who come in 

all shapes and sizes. He "Tere intrigued by a suggested 

distinction made the first day of this symposium, betwe011 
41 

"decision-makers" and "position-takers." The latter are 

the persons who absorb and analyze informntion ;mel then 

package it for decision-makers. Position-takers are found 

in large numbers in the FC'deral government, and constitute 

a good market for evaluation information. They Ivwe m.or:> 

time than decision-makers, and .1. better understanding of 

the analytical side of the evaluation pr,;ccss. They are 

conduits for the flow of evaluation information to decision

makers. 

The panel touched on the cascade characteristic of govern

mental decision-making. At the top are the legislative and 

high-level policy-making processes involving relatively few 

people and very coarse-grained decisions. These decisions 

in turn cascade dmvn through l'he organization, setting of[ 

administrative decisions. At each level of the cascade, there 

is potential demand for evaluation informatim.; different 

types are needed, ranging from broad impact and inter-program 

effectiveness issues at the upper levels down to operational 

efficiency-type questions toward the bottom. 

The panelists briefly discuGsed the importance of under

standing the incentives that guide the actions of decision

makers. Much has been \07ri tten concerning the short-run 

outlook of decision-makers, usually in an oversimplified 

·way. However, it is important when add:ressing the evaluation 

See pages 101-103 above. 
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needs of particular decision-makers or decision-making levels, 

that the evaluator understand what makes a decision-maker 

tick. 

Within the panel, a minority view took issue with the panel's 

approach. That view pictured the evaluator as the seeker l1f 

truth, independent of the decision framework, letting chips 

and decisions fall ~"here they may. 

2. ~.;rhat distinguishes evaluation informaUon from other ki_nc1~ 
of information needed and/or used by decision-makers? 

Evaluation information is neither better nor worse than other 

types of information; it is simply different. The panel 

spent quite a bit of time trying to determine just what 

distinguishc:>s evaluation information from other types, 

and finally identifie~ the following characteristics: 

It is structured information, set within a context, 

clearly circumscribed. Th1.s creates problems of dis-· 

tilling evaluatiop findings into executive f3ummaries, 

news articles, and the like; because the fjrst thing 

to go in such distillations is the context. 

It sets confidence limits, by including cautions to 

the users. 

It describes and ans~"ers questions about a re·al~;3.ctivi ty 

or set of activities according to some _the2ft. It is 

retrospective, and it addresses specific questions. 

It describes effects against some standards. In fact, 

often the most important contribution of evaluation 

projects is the establishment of standards against 

which activities can be measured . 
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It is a feedback loop in a continuing process of 

program development, execution, and refinement. In this 

sense, it is use-oriented. 

Its scope includes consideration of the side effects of 

a given activity, i.e., it is not a closl~d-end analysis. 

It does not assign values to a given activity, but raCill'r 

tests the activity against values assigned by others. 

The panel concluded that the methodology of evaluation is 

not its distinguishing characteristic. Evaluation makes 

use of many techniques common to other forms of research 

and analysis. 

3. Evaluation's potentj,]', contribution is not tl!...11y comp~·c::. 
hended by decision-makers; is this because its products arc 
badly designed, badly packa~ed, directed althc ~.,rong ---
segment of the market, P00l?~'l~t:tisecLL".'?...l; something E.,~.:q~.? 

As used here, "badly designed" means directed at questions 

of little interest to the ded,sion-maker, or othcnlisc 

structured to yield irrelevant information. "Badly packagecl" 

ml;ans that evaluation is not presented in a usable or recog

nizable form. "Hrong segment of the market" means that the 

evaluation is not directed at decision-makers or is directed 

at the wrong decision-makers. "Poorly advertised" means 

that the decision-makers are not aware of the existence of 

the information or are unaware of its potential value. 

He concluded that the answer was "yes" to all of these. He 

then went on to focus on the notion of evaluation as a 

threat. ,The panel believes that the threatening nature of 
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• evaluation may be the most important ob~tncle to its 

effective use. Evaluation is a threat because: 

It is publ:i.: .. c information \.;rhj.ch. once generated; cannot 

be kept secret or limited to the private use of a 

decision-maker. Thus, it provides persons other than 

the responsible decision-maker with information \.;rhich 

may adversely affect that decision-maker. 

It is a change force: it seeks ways to improve (change) 

an exis i.ng set of activities. Change is inhe.rently 

threatel ,[g. 

To overcome this, the panel believes in the importance of 

including "victill's" in all phases of evaluation projects 

from pre-design and planning through execution and product 

packaging. The theory is, the more a project is seen to 

be controlled, or primarily usable by the program manago)", 

the more likely the evaluation information is to be acccpted 

when it is completed. Also, the more a program manager or ..... 
decision-maker knm.;r~ about hm.;r an evaluation proj ect \.;ras 

put together, the better he is able to implt~ment the 

changes recommended. Not incidentally, by giving the 

program manager a head start before making evaluation 

information public, he is able to accept and perhaps claim 

credit for identifying ,.,rays to improve his program. As an 

example, the Environmental Protection Administration doE:'s this 

through a task force approach to most evaluation projects. 

In the opinion of many of the panel members, evaluation as 

practiced at the Federal level is now 99% production and 

1% marketing. The lack of attention to marketing (who 

needs it and how can it be used?) is a major shortcoming. 
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l·7hile apparently common sense, market research is rarely 

done before a project is started. This may be because of 

poor communication between the evaluation and the decisi.cJIl·· 

making processes and some uncertainty at the evaluator's 
42 level about intended uses. Even the timing (the point 

at vlhich evaluation information may be necl~ssary) is 11l)t 

always clear. These arc obstacles to be overcome, however, 

not excuses. 

The panel also agreed that the higher up you go in thL~ 

decision-making hierarchy, the less time the evaluator has 

to present evaluation information and the less the stability 

of the decision-making environment. This has t\vO implica

tions. First, the evaluator should aim at the more stable 

elements of the decision-making process, such as Congressional 

staff (position-takers) and program managers, rathe~ than 

an individual Senator or a Cabinet officer. The second 

implicati0u is that in order -to secure a significant amount 

of the time of the top~evel decision-makers, you must get 

their attention. This can only be done if they are mvnre 

that a real problem exists. The experience of panel 

members was that if the top-level decision-maker is mvare 

that there is a problem, that decision-maker \vill take 

whatever time is necessary to revie\v information that might 

lead to a solution. 

42see Issue 1, pages 358 through 360, also 334 through 336 above. 
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4. What are the criteria for measuring the effectiveness of 
evaluation Et'oc!.ucrs: tl'cilnieal quality, timc'} iness ,_ 
acceptance of recommendaLions, state-o[-tlw-nrt advance-
ment, or others? ' 

We've passed the point, as evaluators, ~o,7herc \o,7e believe tlw 

only standard of a "good" evaluation is ~o,7hethl't' the recom

mendations coincide \.,rith an actual decision. However, if 

this is not the principal standard, ~'lhat ot.1ll't' criteria 

should be used? After all, an evaluation program merits 

evaluation just as oth0r programs do. 

The panel carne up ,vith an interesting noHon: an eval

uation can be considered a success if, according to the 

evaluator's measures, the program evaluated subsequently 

improved. The :.dea hete is that, in analyzinb the subjt'ct 

program, the evaluator identified or c]arifi~d appropriat0 

measures for program performance. I~ following the eval

uation, the subj ect program performance improved acc.ordl1lg 
",I 

to those measures, then the evaluation can h(~ considered 

a success. (If the evaluation of the program shmo,7erl that 

the procram was already a total success, then a continued 

high level of performance against those measures would be 

acceptable) . 

To make this assessment requires follow-up to an initial 

evaluation project, and continuing involvement of the 

evaluator in the program. This is not usually the case in 

Federal evaluation programs. 

This notion flows out of one of the characteristics of 

evaluation information noted earlier, that is, it is part 

of the continuing process of program development including 

planning, implementation and evaluation • 
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Other factors we identified as important criteria were 

timeliness and availability (being in the right place at 

the right tinll') and w'hether they raise the consciollsnoHH 

of persons associated with the program to iSSlIes of program 

performance. 

5. Given ans~vcrs to the above, ~vhat in"O tlll~ rl'sponsib:iJ itll~s 
of the evaluator, tho e~altw0.s:~}2_]1l.'l!.!!.~gc·i·~- t};L}:~StHl1::.'}i'·-··~
community an~. the decision-maker in dov(~l('l'pj.!lg HI2_~"~.C;_cp~.
able product? 

There arc mo.ny players in the evaluation ganw, each of 

whom bears some responsibility for em acceptable evalua

tion product. We kicked around the idea of mandated 

processes such as the Congressional Budget Act, mm 
Circulars, and some of the pending sunset legislation. 

These have the initial attraction of being action-forcers. 

However, the panel was not enthusiastic about these as 

forces to imp1"OVe the quality and usefulness of evaluation 
"' ... 

products. Mandated processes guarantee large quantities of 

evaluation production, but not high quality. 

The panel also concluded that evaluators can't do it all, 

although they can stimulate improvement. The evaluator 

accepts and conducts assignments but has no institutional 

responsibility for evaluation planning or for the utiliZa

tion of evaluation products. 

We zeroed in on the evaluation manager--the person or unit 

responsible for planning, packaging, and disseminating 

evaluation findings--as the critical factor to the develop

mGnt of an acceptable product. The evaluation manager is 

the bd.dge between evaluator and decision-maker. This is 

the point [rom which most of the marketing needs to be 

done; this is the interface. 
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The panel also noted thnt the role of the evaluator chnngl'H 

depending on the skills in the agency (assuming that m(I~~ t 

evaluation is done by outsid0 cnntractors). Some agl'n~il'H 

have a highly sophisticated evaluation process, :i.n ~.,hidl 

cases the evaluator is more the arms and ll'gs of the :,['cncy, 

carrying out projects designed and pre-marlwt(>d \'lithin tIll' 

agency. On the other hand, other agencies lack this 

sophistication and are, in effect, buying brains, as \.,c11 

as arms and legs. On(> panel member J am(mLt~d that the 

cost per unit of eval untion informat.i.on should be hi glwl" 

in the latter cuse, but Federal contracting processes do 

not recognize the difference. 

One of the panel members developed A. specific: assigr:ll'('nt 

of responsibilities for each of the players i.n the eval un

tion game which the panel concluded was a vary good one. 

That report 43 folloV1S dirr~ctly after this. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Out of its deliberations, the panel was able to distill its 

concerns do~V'l1 to jus t a fm., points. 

The first and most important one is that the apprQach to 

evaluation in each agency or decision system must fit that agcI"~y 

or system. There are no universal truths to the design and conduct 

of evaluation and no universal characteristics to ~le market. In 

other words, each evaluation program must be tailor-made. 

43See pages 371 - 373 below. 
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Second, the most important step toward improving die interfnc0 

is understanding it. This analysis of thQ environment and the 

potential contribution of evaluation is absolutely critical. 

Third: evalua tion should be see'l1 as part of a can t inuing loop 

of program o~erations, including planning and implementation and 

evaluation. It is not a separate outsidQ force. Unfortunatel.y, 

this is nbt re'cognized in most agencies. 

Having come to these apparently common-sense truths, the pntwl 

then concluded that there was little to be gained by further explor

ing any of them as generalities. Nevertheless, these represent a 

major agenda for all persons concerned ~vith the ('ffeclive utiliza

tion of evaluation to impr~'e the quality of Federal decision-making. 

HS. ClIE.".l.uLJ.·-.!: 

Do ~ve have some questions? Comments? 

PARTICIPANT: 

I am Joel Garner, LEAA. I would like as an evaluation manar.l~r, 

or at least as proj ect monitor for evaluation, to rej oct the iden 

trnt I am responsible for bringing cohcr~nce to the chaos that \vt' fi nd 

in terms of the relationship bet\vcen evaluators and programs. If my 

office or my personal advancement in the agency is based on that kino of 

assessment, I need. to put out more resumes. I \vould also like to rt',i ect 

the idea that evaluation is to be assessed on whether the program 

we are evaluating is in fact successful. Again, if my office or my 

personal advancement is hased on the ability of LEAA to reduce the 

crime rate (I believe you said that the program itself has to 
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• impl'ove after the cvaluat:l.rn), then, if the pror.ram doesn't reducl' 

crime morc after the (!valuation, the evaluation ~vas not successful. 

That's the 'vay I read it. If that's what you saill, 1. Lhi.nk that's ,) 

very dangerous thing to say. 

• 

HR. GRAVES: 

Let me clarify, but befora I do, I can't r0Qist going aft0c your 

first assertion. Tf improving progrnms through evaluation is not Yl'ur 

n'sponsibi.lity, what the hell ~ your re~lponsi.bi1il:y? 

HR. GARNER: 

Well, it's not solely the evaluation manager's rl'sponsibility. 

There are other pcoplt! \v110 can be blamed. 

HR. GRAVES: 

Going onto the s(~cond point, whl! t I \vas trying to get across 

(as far as the determination of \vhat un eff(~eti.ve ('valuat ion may be iH 

concerned) is this. If you includa ut1lization as somehow part of 
" 

your evaluation criteria, one of t11~ products of evaluation is n s~t 

of measures, perhaps R rcfinemont of measures which already Dxistl'd. 

'l'h:l.s is a way of looktng at \vhn tcver progrmn you arc (valun t:i.ng. That 

is ronlly the firs t thing you do in an eva! untien proj .~c t, and t\wn 

you proceed to measure the program's performonce agaiast those 

standards. You come to certain conclusions about it. 

Our vic\.] was that if you have done that and you havo. an t:f[cctivc 

evaluation, theo the program that you evaluated should somehow perform 

better against those measures after you did the evaluation. 

Joe Nay sparked this notion \olith our panel. Perhnps he'd liko 

to amplify these comments. 
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r-m.. NAY: 

Yes, in ans~ver to crime, I'd say, 1vell, you shouldn't pick 

crime. It's not a good measure. I'd say that, having agreed on a 

legitimate set of measures, then you ought to be able Lo expect to 

see improvement in subsequent periods if the program goes on, in 

those measures that were used. If crime is a bad measure--and it 

is for many programs--then that shouldn't be the measure you are 

using. You get that at the beginning--wipe that out at the beginning, 

not at the end. 

NS. CHELIHSKY: 

It seems to me that Blair's point was that there may be more 

actors with more roles than Cliff and his panel have suggested. 

That is, they are suggesting there is an evaluato~( .. r.n evaluation 

manager and a decision-maker; and there may be a whole lot of other 

people 1vho are critical to that process including perhaps somebody 

between the evaluation manager and the decision-maker whom we 

talked about as being a kind of Jridge~builder, interpreter, 

translator--whatever you want to call him or her. 

,,:,_1-. _ 

There are also the people who plan the program and the peoplr~ 

receive the results oi the evaluation, both of whom have some 

responsibility for seeing to it that the things that are designed 

are things that can be evaluated, at least to some degree. They 

have that responsibility. There are people who then have to take 

those results and make use of them. So 1 would suggest that there 

may be two or three more -players in the game. 
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MR. GRAVES: 

I'd agree with Blair. But the point we are trying to make is 

that, as a matter of fact, I gathered from looking at the roster of 

people here that most of the people here are evaluation managers 

or in-house evaluators--somchow responsible for evaluation in-house. 

Thel~e is ahvays a tendency to blame somebody for a problC'm ~vho ian' t 

around. He had a question early in our panel in terms of ~vhy did \vo 

have to accept the decision-maker as a given. It's an "a11-hig-fault" 

kind of thing. 

I made the comment that it's easy to blame the decision-maker 

because he's not here. But, in my opinion as an ex-Fed, the role 

and mission of the eval\lation division, the Assistant Secretary for 

Evaluation--whatever it happens to be in an agency--is never clear. 

I think most of us ended on an optimistic note that maybe one of the 

things that 'vould come out of this symposium--at least some of the 

ideas we had--\vas a clarification, a better understanding on the part 
r" 

of the evaluation manager in terms of what his role and responsibility 

is. 

QUESTION FROt-! FLOOR: 

I would like to back up to Joe's second question. I think that 

we have taken the assumption that all evaluation is critical, con

demna tory. Once in a while on a rare occas ion, 've find research tha t 

is not critical, but that is, in fact, supportive and does not lead 

to the kind of feedback you are talking about in that we are sup

porting a homeostatic situation. 

MR. GRAVES: 

In that case I would say that the criterion would be that it 

not get any 'vorse, as a result, after the evaluation! 
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ATTACHHENT TO THE REPORT 
OF '~ORKING PANEL I 

ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE GAHE OF EvALUATION 

PLAYER: DECISION-HAKER 

PLAYER: EVALUATOR 

JOE N. NAY, The Urban Institute 
(Hember of Harking Panel I) 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

g DEVELOP (HITH HIS EVALllATOR) AN VNllER
STANDING OF THE DECISION-NAKER'S OHN 
ROLE, NEEDS, AND HEASURES. 

- ACCEPTABLE HEASURES 

- BELIEVED PROGRAH LOGIC 

- MANAGER'S ABILITY, AUTHORITY, 
INTENTIONS TO ACT. 

o PARTICIPATE IN CYCLIC CLOSING OF GAPS 
BETHEEN J)ELIEVED PROGR.J\l';l LOGIC AN!) 
ACTUAL PROGR.J\l';1 LOGIC. 

G TAKE TIHE TO UNDERSTAND THE RESULTS. 
~~AGERS SHOULD NOT EVALUATE THINGS 
WHOSE RESULTS THEY HON' T TAKE TDIE 
TO STUDY). 

o PARTICIPATE IN DECISIONS ON SEQUENTIAL 
PURCHASE OF INFORHATION. 

• UNDERSTAND BOTH THE RHETORICAL PROGRhlf 
AND THE ACTUAL PROGRAH. 

o TIGHTLY RELATE ISSUES, HEASUREHENT 
POINTS AND HEASURES, COHPARISONS, AND 
STRUCTURE OF THE MANAGENENT AND 
INTERVENTION PROCESS. 

• DO ENOUGH PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION TO 
KNOW WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING. 
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ASSIGNNENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE GAHE OF EVALUATION 
(CONTINUED) 

PLAYER: EVALUATOR 
(CONTINUED) 

PLAYER: EVALUATION 
~1ANAGER Q:N 
THE AGENCY) 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

" PROVIDE ENOUGH STRUCTURE (FLOH DIACRANS?) 
TO SHOH HOH THE NEASURENENTS TAKEN ARE 
INTERRELATED THROUGH THE ACTU.i\L PROCESS 
ACTIVITIES. 

o CAPTURE EXOGENOUS VARIABLES AND INTERNAL 
FEEDBACK LOOPS. 

(J) BE HEAVILY INVOLVED IN ACTUAL l'IEASURE
HENT. 

CI CHOOSE APPROPRIATE ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR PRODUCING INFOR.~TION FROH DATA. 

I!l MEASURE, MAKE CQ}fPARISONS, PRODUCE 
INFOR}~TION, EXPLAIN IT. MAKE RESULTS 
ACCESSIBLE TO VARIOUS LEVELS. 

o HAVE AT LEAST A FEH PEOPLE \\TH.O ARE 
COMPETENiJ; TO DO THE HORK THEMSELVES. 

o INVOLVE THENSELVES IN THE ENTIRE LOOP 
OF MANAGENENT, INTERVENTION, AND 
EVALUATION SO THAT THEY ARE KNOivLEDGE
ABLE IN ALL PARTS OF IT. 

• FACILITATE AND REQUIRE INTERFACES AT 
MANAGER/EVALUATOR AND DIRECT INTER
VENTION/EVALUATOR LEVELS. 

• DO MARKET ANALYSIS AND ASSESS POTENTIAL 
USERS AND USES, POLICY HARKET, PROGRAH 
~~ET, INDIVIDUAL HARKET. 

e DON'T BE AFRAID TO STRUCTURE THE WORK 
THAT YOU HANT, GET PEOPLE HHO CAN DO 
IT, AND REQUIRE THEH TO. 
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ASSIGNNENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE GANE OF EVALUATION 
(CONCLUDED) 

PLAYER: EVALUATION 
}1ANAGER 
(CONTINUED) 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Q DO: 

EVALU./\BILITY ASSESSNENTS, 

ISSUES ANALYSIS, 

FIELD HORK, 

SYNTHESIS OF TESTABLE RHETORICAL ,\ND 
OPERATING NEASURDfENT HODELS, 

- ASS~SSHENT OF \\THAT IS KNOHN, AND 

- DESIGNS AND COSTS FOR KNOHING HORE. 

e BE THE AGENCY'S CUSTODIA...r\l OF A CONTINUING 
STORE OF HODEI,s, KNOHLEDGE, RESOURCES. 
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CONCLUDING REt'lARKS 

MS. CHELUISKY: 

ELEAl."l'OR CHELIHSKY, 
Department Head, Program Evaluation, 
t-mTREK Division of The NITRE Corporation 

Time is fleeting; werre all tired. Let me sum up quickly. I 

guess in trying to crystallize what I feel has been said at this 

symposium about evaluation over the last three days, I keep thinkin~ 

about the citizen reactions to police response time that George 

Kelling was talking about yesterday. The idea was that if you 

expect the police to come in five minutes and they get there in 

ten. you're disappointed. But if you expect them in ten and they 

get there in five, you're elated. 

It may be that much of our dissatisfaction wi.th evaluation 

today lies not in evaluation, but in ourselves. Hany of us find 

that we are burdened \vith transactions ;end activities, that we have 

less and less time or energy or talent or inclination left at the 

end of the day either for reflection or for communicating our 

thoughts adequately. He may be counting on evaluation to fill gaps 

it '(vas never intended to fill. I think if we expect evaluation to 

be a surrogate for thinking, as Jim Gregg said, or for problem 

solving, or for communicating with others, we are going to be 

disappointed. 

If, on the other hand (as Dan ~oJ'ilner said to me last night in 

the corridor), we contrast where '(ve are todaY--in terms of getting 

acceptance for uses of evaluation--with where w'e were ten years ago) 

there is some cause for elation . 
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It has been said many, many times over the past three days 

that evaluation is only a tool, but it does allow something infinitely 

precious--the bringing of some rationality into arens which arc Ilt'BV Uy 

charged and counter-charged with emotion and with self-interest. 

Clearly we are not going to dissipate all those war-clouds with one 

small ray of evaluative enlightenment, nor should \ve expect to. 

We need, as John Evans and Joe Lewis have saici, to accumulate cvici0nce 

patiently and to help it develop its 0'\(70 momentum. 

I think there hns been some fruitful airing of divergent, long

term goals and aspirations for evaluation among us. There has been 

perhaps less airing of how to get there from here. We heard Tom K~l]y 

give some useful definitions of decision-making and position taking, 

yet threatened program managers ~emain a major obstacle for the 

integrity of evaluation, for the accumulation of evidence. 

We received clear statements from ONE and Congress about their 

uncompromising intentions to aggressively pursue the use of evalua-
,. 

tion in order to strengthen their revieiv and oversight functions ·(ana 

of course, I am thinking here of Joe Nay's first definition of th(~ 

term, not his second). What is less clear, hO\vever, is how they intcmd 

to do all that; that is, what incentives and sanctions can be, or 

will be, used in this area? 

The goal of this conference was to confront various points of 

view about \vhere we are today in evaluation and to confront them with 

candor. I think we have done this, but I am not sure we have done 

it completely. Some of the \vorkshops \vere too big, perhaps, or 

another format was needed. 

On the other hand, evaluators have not been shy about reproaching 

agencies with their managerial sins, and with other sins as well, both of 

omission and commission. Agency people have accused evaluators of 
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gross misdemeanors such as irrelevanee, untimeliness, triviality, 

jargon and over-theologizing, as well as of leading innocent 

administrators like Chuck Work down the garden path. But evaluators 

and agency people have also blamed themselves for their own failures. 

I think the self-deprecating note struck by Jerry Caplan when he 

ar.ticulated the theme of this conference ~.;ras very helpflll. He set 

the tone for whatever honesty and humility we may have been able 

to achieve here. 

In closing, If d like to express my appreciation for \.;rhat I 

found tt) be a very open and intellectually stir.mlnting set of 

statements and interventions by the people here. I kno\V that any 

conference is the sum of its participants; and if this one has been 

interesting, it f S unquestionably because of the people \\'ho have Qc(m 

kind enough to lend us their presence here. Thank you all very much. 

Cultivate your garden, as Voltaire said, and Bon Voyage to all of 

you. 
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